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Purpose:
To perform a feasibility study of dynamic sonography for the diagnosis of medial plica syndrome of the knee.

Materials and Methods:
The study design was approved by the university bioethics board, and all the participants gave informed consent. Inclusion criteria were palpable medial band, history of painful aching, and giving way or locking, which limited the subject’s activity for at least 6 months. Exclusion criteria were a history of trauma with hemarthrosis, previous knee surgery, and arthrosis detectable on radiographs. A prospective evaluation in 88 subjects (56 female subjects, 32 male subjects; mean age, 20 years; range, 7–47 years) who were suspected of having a medial plica and 91 knees was performed. Three sonographic criteria were assessed during patellar movement by using a 12-MHz 38-mm linear transducer: (a) continuous echo sliding over the medial femoral condyle during medial and lateral movement of the patella, (b) entry of the echo under the patella during medial movement of the patella, and (c) pain or discomfort during dynamic sonography. Arthroscopy was the reference standard. An asymptomatic control group consisting of 32 volunteers (mean age, 28 years; range, 10–52 years) and 60 knees was also assessed.

Results:
Arthroscopy revealed 68 plicae with pathologic findings, 61 of which met all three sonographic criteria. Medial plicae with pathologic findings were absent in 23 knees; 19 plicae were correctly diagnosed by using sonography. Diagnostic accuracy was 88%, sensitivity was 90%, and specificity was 83%. In the asymptomatic control group, there were 37 knees without a plica echo, 16 knees with a plica echo that met one criterion, and seven knees that met two criteria.

Conclusion:
Dynamic sonography allows detection of abnormalities of medial plicae in the knee, with good sensitivity and specificity.
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The role of medial plicae in disorders of the patellofemoral joint has been previously discussed (1–6), but many controversies on the importance of this remnant of embryological development in pathologic findings of the knee remain. In 1993, Johnson et al (7) proved the efficiency of arthroscopic resection of the plica in the treatment of plica syndrome. Unfortunately, the signs of this syndrome overlap with signs of other pathologic findings of the knee. Common clinical symptoms such as aching, giving way, a dull sensation along the medial patellar border, or joint locking are not specific and can lead to misdiagnosis. Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging has proved useful in detection of plicae (8–10) but has some disadvantages. With static MR imaging, visualization of the presence of a medial plica is possible but the dynamic behavior of the medial plica cannot be examined. Other imaging techniques, including classic arthrography or CT arthrography, are invasive.

In 1986, Derks et al (11) described the use of sonography for the diagnosis of medial plica syndrome and verified the accuracy of this method by using arthroscopy. The sensitivity of their method was 92% and the specificity was 73%. Sonography of the knee is a well-accepted diagnostic tool in orthopedics and sports medicine (12). It is useful in the assessment of meniscal lesions (13,14) and in the evaluation of anterior cruciate ligament rupture (15,16). Dynamic sonography of the knee allows tissue movement during examination and therefore relies not only on different tissue echogenicity but also on tissue adhesion in the dynamic state (17,18). Dynamic sonography, together with sonopalpation (tissue recognition under transducer pressure and pain perception when passing a transducer over the affected part), allows more accurate diagnosis of meniscal tears or ligament lesions (19,20). The aim of our study was to perform a feasibility study of dynamic sonography for the diagnosis of medial plica syndrome of the knee.

Materials and Methods

The study was approved by the Bioethics Board of Nicolaus Copernicus University of Toruń, Bydgoszcz, Poland. A prospective evaluation in 88 subjects (91 knees, three bilateral cases) who were suspected of having a medial plica was carried out. All the participants gave informed consent.

Symptomatic Subject Population

Inclusion criteria were a palpable medial band and history of aching, giving way, or locking that limited the subject’s normal activity. Only subjects with a history of approximately 6 months unsuccessful conservative treatment were qualified for the study. The exclusion criteria were past surgery in the involved knee, a history of trauma resulting in hemarthrosis or signs of arthroscopy on anteroposterior standard radiographs. Between January 2005 and December 2007, we encountered 104 subjects (three with bilateral pathologic findings) with symptoms that met our inclusion criteria. Eight of the subjects were excluded because the onset of symptoms was connected with previous trauma that resulted in hemarthrosis. Another three had had previous surgery in the involved knee and were also excluded. The remaining 93 participants (96 knees) were enrolled and were first examined by using dynamic sonography. After a mean period of 6 months on the waiting list (range, 3–9 months), they were admitted to hospital and were examined by an orthopedic surgeon. On this occasion, five of the participants reported a subjective improvement in their condition and they were excluded from the survey. The remaining 88 subjects underwent arthroscopic surgery.

The group consisted of 56 female and 32 male subjects (three male subjects with bilateral pathologic findings), with a mean age of 20 years and an age range of 7–47 years. For the female subgroup, the mean age was 20 years, with an age range of 13–39 years. For the male subgroup, the mean age was 21 years, with an age range of 7–47 years. The accuracy of the preoperative dynamic sonographic test was blindly determined by using arthroscopy.

Sonographic Evaluation

An examination of the knee was conducted with the use of a 12-MHz 38-mm linear transducer (HD 4000 System; Philips Medical Systems, Andover, Mass). The examination was performed by a physician (Ł.P., with 7 years of experience in more than 2000 sonographic examinations of the knee performed with use of high-frequency transducers [≥10 MHz]) who was not involved in the subsequent surgery. The physician was blinded to the subject’s MR imaging results if there were any. First, a standard sonographic examination of the joint was performed, according to the methodology described by Grobbelaar and Bouffard (21). During this standard sonographic examination, fluid in the upper recess was identified by using transducer ballottement (22). Next, the dynamic medial plica test was performed. The subject was asked to rest in the supine position, to fully extend the knee, and to relax the quadriceps muscle. The transducer was placed in a transverse position over the anteromedial aspect of the joint (Fig 1a), allowing for visualization of the medial aspect of the joint (Fig 1b), facilitating detection of plicae, which interfere with the patellofemoral joint.

Advance in Knowledge

- This article describes a newer method of detection of medial plica syndrome by using dynamic sonography.

Implication for Patient Care

- The use of dynamic sonography facilitates detection of plicae, which interfere with the patellofemoral joint.
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border of the patella, the patellar cartilage, and the convex border of the medial femoral condyle.

Repeatable placement of the transducer was determined by using three, plane-specific sonographic landmarks (Fig 1b): (a) the convex, rounded anterior surface of the medial femoral condyle; (b) the medial border of the patella covered by a hypoechoic cartilage echo; and (c) a normal, bilaminar echo (21) of the medial retinaculum. If the transducer was placed too distally toward the subject’s foot, the femoral condyle echo became concave, irregular, and the cartilage of the patella was difficult to identify (Fig 1c). If the transducer was placed too proximally, then the vastus medialis muscle echo appeared over the medial femoral condyle (Fig 1d). After ensuring that the probe was correctly positioned, a static assessment of tissues around the medial border of the patella was performed (Fig 2). In this projection, the presence of a medial plica can be defined as a continuous, bandlike echo located directly over the anterior surface of the medial femoral condyle. It should be differentiated from another anatomic structure in

**Figure 1**

(a) Transducer placement in 34-year-old female control subject. Probe is placed over anteromedial aspect of right patellofemoral joint and position is adjusted to achieve visualization of plane-specific sonographic landmarks as shown on b. Sonographer’s left thumb position allows medial shift of patella during dynamic sonography. If the left knee is examined by a right-handed sonographer, probe is held in right hand and placed over anteromedial aspect of patellofemoral joint; shifting force is applied with left index finger. (b) Radiographic and sonographic views of patellofemoral joint are compared. Radiograph was obtained in axial view of patellofemoral joint with 30° of flexion and was zoomed and rotated to achieve orientation. Sonographic scan is arranged over relevant part of radiograph. Plane-specific sonographic landmarks: convex, rounded anterior surface (arrowheads) of medial femoral condyle (MFC), medial border of patella (PA) covered by hypoechoic cartilage (↓), bilaminar echo of medial retinaculum (arrows). LFC = lateral femoral condyle. (c) Transducer is placed too distally. In this plane, hyperechoic line of medial femoral condylar subchondral bone covered by hypoechoic cartilage is concave (arrowheads). Sharp angulation on border of femoral articular surface is seen (+). (d) Transducer is placed too proximally. Ellipsoid vastus medialis muscle echo (arrowheads) should not be seen with correct probe positioning.
this region, namely the alar fold, which is a synovial fold that appears if the medial retinaculum is relaxed (6). The alar fold echo is triangular, is hyperechoic compared with the echo of a plica, and is localized directly under the medial retinaculum echo (Fig E1 [http://radiology.rsnajnls.org/cgi/content/full/2512081652/DC1]). The static plica echo search was followed by a dynamic test. The patella was pressed in a medial direction to achieve approximately 1 cm of medial shift. The shifting force was then removed, and the patella returned to its normal position. The pressure put on the transducer to assess pain or discomfort when moving the patella did not exceed the force used during a normal sonographic examination.

The features noted during the dynamic test included the following: Criterion 1—The presence of a continuous echo sliding over the medial femoral condyle during medial and lateral movement of the patella. This presence confirms the presence of a medial plica but does not determine whether it is a pathologic finding. Criterion 2—The entry of this echo under the patella during medial movement of the patella. This entry of the echo helps depict plica contact with the patellar cartilage, the so-called internal derangement caused by plica (23). Criterion 3—Pain or discomfort during dynamic sonography.

The test results were regarded as positive if all three criteria were met. If a plica echo could not be detected sonographically (criterion 1 missed) (Fig E2, Movie 3 [http://radiology.rsnajnls.org/cgi/content/full/2512081652/DC1]) or if it ended over the medial femoral condyle and did not contact the patellar cartilage during patella movement (Fig E1, Movie 2 [http://radiology.rsnajnls.org/cgi/content/full/2512081652/DC1]), then the dynamic test outcome was regarded as negative. If manual manipulation during the test did not cause pain or discomfort (criterion 3 missed), then the test results were also regarded as negative.

Tissue movement on the sonogram was registered on the hard disk of the sonographic machine. Clips were exported to an uncompressed Audio Video Interleave format and compressed to Moving Picture Experts Group 4 format by using software (AVS Video Tools Software, version 5.6.1.705; Online Media Technologies, London, England).

Dynamic Sonography in the Asymptomatic Control Group
A dynamic sonographic test was performed in 60 asymptomatic knees. The group consisted of 32 healthy volunteers (19 female and 13 male subjects) aged 10–52 years, with a mean age of 28 years. For the female subgroup, the mean age was 29 years, with an age range of 12–43 years. For the male subgroup, the mean age was 26 years, with an age range of 10–52 years. Four control subjects had a history of transient knee pain, and these joints were excluded from the examination. Instead, a unilateral examination of the knee without a history of pain was performed in these cases. The same diagnostic procedure for the dynamic sonographic test was performed.

Arthroscopic Evaluation
Arthroscopy was performed in the orthopedic department by an orthopedic surgeon (J.K., who specialized in arthroscopic procedures for 25 years and performed more than 5000 arthroscopic procedures of the knee). The operator was blinded to the sonographic results and based his diagnosis solely on the clinical history, the results of the participant’s evaluation, and findings at arthroscopy. A standard 30° 5.6-mm arthroscope (Karl Storz, Tuttingen, Germany) was introduced through the anterolateral portal, and a standard arthroscopic examination was performed with the use of an arthroscopic probe (Acufex Microsurgical, Mansfield, Mass). Video documentation of the procedure was registered on a video tape recorder (SVO-9500MD; Sony Medical Systems, Park Ridge, NJ). Plica position and possible impingement (plica interfering between the patella and the medial femoral condyle) were observed during flexion and extension. The extent and tension of the structures in the anteromedial compartment were determined by means of the arthroscopic probe. High fluid pressure (0.9% saline) pushed the synovial folds back to the joint capsule, and the fluid was then evacuated to allow the medial plica to return to its normal position. The best visualization was possible when the arthroscopic probe...
was placed near the inferior pole of the patella and the fluid was then gradually evacuated. If the plica interfered with the patella and medial femoral condyle, it was widely excised with the use of a shaver (TPS 12K; Stryker Endoscopy, San Jose, Calif). If a diagnosis other than plica syndrome was established, the appropriate procedure was performed.

Statistical Analysis
Data were correlated and analyzed with statistical software (BioStat, version 2007; AnalystSoft, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada). Accuracy, sensitivity, specificity (with 95% confidence intervals), as well as positive and negative predictive values were computed.

Results
Clinical Data
Inclusion criteria, exclusion criteria, and outcome are shown in Figure 3. Arthroscopy revealed 68 medial plicae with pathologic findings; 61 of them were correctly diagnosed by using dynamic sonography (Figs 4, 5; Fig E3, Movies 8, 9, 10).

Figure 3: Participant flow diagram. AP = anteroposterior.

Figure 4: a. Sonogram in a 15-year-old female subject with history of pain, occasional knee locking, and severe limitation of sporting activity for 2 years previous to test. Triangular medial plica echo (white arrowheads) surrounded by hypoechoic border contacting a hypoechoic patellar cartilage (arrows). Medial part of plica (black arrowheads) extends over medial femoral condyle (MFC). PA = patella. Dynamic sonographic test is shown in Movie 4 (http://radiology.rsna.org/cgi/content/full/2512081652/DC1). b. Medial plica (PL) bent over arthroscopic probe. Arthroscopic procedure is shown in Movie 5 (http://radiology.rsna.org/cgi/content/full/2512081652/DC1), which demonstrates plica resection following diagnostic procedure.
All three bilateral cases were found in men. Of the seven false-negative results (Table 1), there were four cases in which heterogeneous changes in the medial meniscus found during sonography were initially interpreted as lesions of the meniscus. A plica echo was found in these cases, but only criterion 1 was met. Two other false-negative results occurred when general synovial hyper trophy was seen during sonography, but only criterion 1 was met. In the other false-negative case, high localization of the patella (patella alta) was seen at sonography, but none of the three criteria were met; during surgery, a medial plica was found in the knee and excised.

The dynamic sonographic test results for plicae with pathologic findings were negative in 23 knees, and in 19 of these knees, the diagnosis was correct. In one of the four false-positive cases (Table 2), there was a large cartilage defect of the medial femoral condyle (osteoarthritis of the patella), which was seen at sonography but was classified as only an International Cartilage Repair Society grade 2 lesion. Criterion 3 was probably met because of the painful cartilage lesion localized over the medial femoral condyle. In this case, an effusion of the knee was observed. One subject had no history of hemarthrosis, and in this instance, misdiagnosis occurred. Here, a plica that met all three criteria was seen by using sonography, but surgery revealed instead anterior cruciate ligament rupture and minor tears of both menisci. Effusion with pathologic findings in the knee also was present, but this was present in only two cases. In the other false-positive case, a medial plica that met all three criteria was established as the main diagnostic feature in the knee of an obese 16-year-old female subject, while overload meniscal tears of both menisci were found during surgery. In the fourth false-positive case, a plica that met all three criteria was indicated by using sonography, but at surgery, lateralization of the patella was not performed. The diagnostic accuracy of the sonographic method was 88%, with a sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 83% (Table 3).

Asymptomatic Control Group
In the asymptomatic control group consisting of 60 knees, we found seven knees that met criteria 1 and 2 but not criterion 3. In other words, the plica echo appearance in these cases was an indication of a pathologic finding, but while the plica interfered with the cartilage of the patella there was no pain or discomfort during the examination. Another 16 knees of the control group revealed plica echoes that met criterion 1, but the other two criteria were missing. In the remaining 37 joints in the control group, the plica echo was absent.

Discussion
There have been various studies on the diagnosis of the plica syndrome, but we could find only one on the application of sonography in the diagnosis of a medial plica. In 1986, Derks et al (11) described the use of a 7.5-MHz sector transducer in medial shelf detection later verified by using arthroscopy, but they did not examine the patellofemoral joint during movement of the patella. The sensitivity of their method was 92% and the specificity was 73%. In our study, the presence of the plica was determined during a dynamic examination: The patella was moved, and the behavior of the plica echo was judged by using specific criteria. In 2007, Shetty et al (24) reported the high sensitivity...
and specificity of a clinical test for the diagnosis of the medial plica syndrome. The reliability of this method of clinical examination needs further assessment. The dynamic sonographic technique presented in our study may help to avoid more costly tests or misdiagnoses.

Our study had limitations. The sonologist was involved in patient care in both the orthopedic department and the outpatient clinic and, thus, was not blinded to patient symptoms or the control population, which may have led to observer bias. We had only a single physician perform the study, and, thus, interobserver variability of our method was not evaluated. Because of the long waiting lists in our country’s health care system, our patients had had to wait about 6 months for surgery. This resulted in the spontaneous relief of symptoms in five patients. Our third criterion of pain was, thus, patient and time dependent. Sonologists who perform dynamic sonography should realize that pain in patients with the plica syndrome can be intermittent, and this factor could cause false-negative results to occur. Finally, we did not make any plica measurements because we believe that plica thickness is of secondary importance and that the amount of medial femoral condyle coverage and its interaction with the patella are more important in clinical practice. Boles et al (25), in their study with MR imaging, found no correlation between plica thickness and its arthroscopic features.

An important finding in our study was that, in our group of relatively young subjects, a plica as an isolated lesion was never accompanied by joint effusion. The problem for the surgeon in the diagnosis of isolated medial plica syndrome is its poorly expressed objective symptoms. These symptoms are, therefore, difficult to verify by means of clinical examination, but they substantially limit the patient’s activity. We were unable to find a similar observation in regard to a lack of effusion in the literature, but Boles et al (25) noted that a smaller effusion makes visualization of the medial plica at MR imaging less apparent. Therefore, a plica is better visualized by using MR imaging when there is effusion in the joint, but in existing studies, a plica frequently coexisted with other pathologic findings in the knee (eg, meniscal lesions or severe lesions of the cartilage in older patients) (8,10,23). Most of these effusion-causing pathologic findings are well diagnosed by using MR imaging. For this reason, we recommend MR imaging examination as a first-choice imaging modality when the results of clinical examination suggest a medial plica and coexisting effusion. During the diagnostic process, it is important to differentiate between those patients with symptoms of the medial plica syndrome who require arthroscopic surgery from those who can be treated conservatively (26).

To simply draw the conclusion from the findings of static MR imaging that there is a plica in the anteromedial compart-
ment is not sufficient. The important question in clinical practice is this: Does the medial plica interfere dynamically with the patellofemoral joint? If the answer is yes, then arthroscopic resection of the plica should relieve the symptoms. If the answer is no, then it is possible that the anterior knee pain is connected with homeostatic disorders of the patellofemoral joint (27) rather than mechanical internal derangement of the plica. The dynamic sonographic technique described in this article provides a high level of sensitivity and specificity in the diagnosis of the nature of medial plica interaction with the patella and medial femoral condyle. Dynamic sonography, therefore, can help the surgeon to make the critical decision of whether to perform surgery or not.
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